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taken great joy in the many, many lives we have positively
impacted. I am so thankful to live in a community where so
many give with their hearts.
As we kick off our Annual Campaign with the 8 Days of
Giving, I ask that we come together as a community to
support our many needs. Give to the Jewish Federation of
Silicon Valley, because together, we are truly stronger.
Happy Thanksgiving and Happy Chanukah!

From the CEO
Jyl Jurman

“I felt sorry for myself because I had no
shoes — until I met a man who had no feet.”
– Jewish Proverb

t’s the reality of a non-profit that we must focus each year
on raising money to fund our many programs. We often
say that your donations are investments in the future. On
October 30th, that investment was made clear when we were
joined by 600 people on the plaza of San Jose City Hall to
stand in solidarity with Pittsburgh following the shooting at
Tree of Life synagogue. Clergy, religious leaders, elected officials and people from all walks of life came together to mourn
the memory of those who lost their lives and to take a stand
against anti-Semitism.
Working with our area rabbis, we were able to put together this vigil, literally overnight, in large part because of the
work our Jewish Community Relations Council has done
over many, many years to build solid relationships within
our interfaith community. We received letters and personal
calls of solace and support from the Hindu, Sikh, Muslim and
Christian communities, among others.
Because you have supported the Jewish Federation of Silicon
Valley, you have invested in the JCRC and its long-standing
work. This issue of JValley magazine includes other stories of
gratitude from people who have participated in a program or
are part of an agency that has benefitted from your donations
to the Jewish Federation of Silicon Valley.
It is because of you that we can shine a light in what might
otherwise be a dark time. It is because of your generosity
that we can help care for the vulnerable, invest in our youth
and young adults; it is because of you that we can provide
leadership development, provide support for our seniors and
continue to strengthen the bonds of support for Israel.
Thanksgiving is the one American holiday that is truly universal. It doesn’t matter your religion, your race, or your ethnicity, everyone has something for which they can be thankful. Over the past 30 years, working at the Federation, I have

More than 600 interfaith clergy, religious leaders, elected
officials and members of our community stand in solidarity
with the Jewish community against hate.
(Photos courtesy of Ani & Cat@Von Smooch Studios)

SUBSCRIBE TO
JValley Magazine!
JValley Magazine continues to grow as a
voice for and about our Bay Area Jewish
community.
We are totally reliant on advertising
revenues and donations to cover our costs.
We need your help to secure the future of
JValley Magazine.
Consider making a donation of $54 or more
to help support our magazine.
Published six times per year by the Jewish Federation of Silicon Valley.
We reserve the rightto edit all content. JValley Magazine is not
responsible for the content of paid advertising.
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AROUND THE COMMUNITY
Yavneh Day School hosted over 300 parents and children at their Family Day
of Code, Tinkering & Play on November
4th. There were coding sessions for all
ages, an escape room, tinkering stations,
rocket launching, and a family challenge
to build a city of cards.

As the 2018-2019 school year began, the Teen Interfaith Council decided to hold
a blanket drive for homeless individuals who sleep along the Guadalupe River in
downtown San Jose. Each of the teen’s religious traditions believe in compassion and
being of service to the community. Some of the religions represented by our young
people were the Sikhs, Jews, Muslims, Zoroastrians, Episcopalians, and Hindus.

Yavneh Day School held its first Torah service in their new Beit
Kehillah on Thursday, October 25th. The morning Torah service
began with Hachnassat Torah (bringing the torah scrolls to the
new space) and the lighting of the Ner Tamid. “When I was in the
new Beit Kehillah I felt transported.” - Kitah Dalet Student

When the Federation purchased new chairs
for the Levy Family Campus, it donated the
old ones to Chabad of Santa Clara. Rabbi
Yigal Rosenberg happily accepts a truck full
of chairs from Federation CEO Jyl Jurman.

Sunnyvale Mayor Glenn Hendricks visits with the Green Team from South
Peninsula Hebrew Day School. The team is composed of third and fourth graders
who work to decrease the school's carbon footprint, reduce waste, and educate
their fellow students about the benefits of recycling.
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APJCC

Avery Kaufman, Doris Davis, Virginia Hess, Sylvia Metz,
Ruth Fletcher and Cookie Addison celebrate at the APJCC Gala
honoring Davis, Metz and Addison.
(photo by Trisha Leeper)

Sylvia Metz enjoys the flow of confetti at the evening’s end.
(photo by Trisha Leeper)

The APJCC gym is transformed.

APJCC Honors Three Community Leaders
n November 10, Cookie Addison, Doris Davis and Sylvia
Metz were honored at a gala dinner at the APJCC. All
three women are shining examples of dedication, service and
leadership within the Jewish community. According to Gala
Chair Virginia Hess, “These three wonderful women are the
definition of community and caring, and I am privileged to be
part of this well-deserved thank you.”
Cookie Addison along with her late husband, Arnie, gave the
founding donation for the JCC’s Los Gatos campus in 1984.
A past president of the board of the APJCC, Addison also
served as Women’s Division president of the Jewish Federation
of Silicon Valley from 1993-94, and was honored by Jewish
Federation as a Woman of Distinction in 1986. She has also
served on the board of Congregation Beth David in Saratoga,
has volunteered with Hadassah and Brandeis, as well as the
Volunteer Exchange of Santa Clara and Planned Parenthood.
She is a talented painter, whose oil paintings have been exhibited in many shows.
Doris Davis is an active member at Temple Emanu-El in San
Jose, where she served as president of the temple Sisterhood
in the mid-1960s. Davis was Women’s Division president of
the Jewish Federation of Silicon Valley from 1987-89 and was

honored by the Jewish Federation as a Woman of Distinction
in 1989. Davis is a past-president of the APJCC and has served
on the regional board of the American Israel Public Affairs
Committee as well as Silicon Valley FACES, formerly the local
chapter of the National Conference of Christians and Jews. In
recognition of her volunteer service, Davis received the Harold
Witkin Humanitarian award from the Jewish Federation in
1999. Davis has also been active in supporting the opera and
the symphony in the South Bay.
Sylvia Metz first joined the JCC’s board of directors in 1973
and has served several terms as a board member. Over the
years, Metz has volunteered at Congregation Beth David,
where she and her husband, Len, are members; at South
Peninsula Jewish Day School; for Knitzvah at Jewish Family
Services of Silicon Valley; Hadassah; Brandeis; American Israel
Public Affairs Committee; and the Jewish Federation of Silicon
Valley. Metz has also served as president of the APJCC. In
2017 the Jewish Federation presented her with the Janet Berg
Award, honoring a community member who has contributed
significantly to the South Bay Jewish community. In her spare
time, Metz is an active supporter of the arts in the South Bay,
especially TheatreWorks Silicon Valley and Opera San Jose.

Neil Rutman to Perform at APJCC
cclaimed concert pianist Neil
Rutman will perform in the
APJCC Auditorium on Tuesday, December 18 at 7:00pm. Music lovers are
invited to enjoy a performance that will
include pieces by Debussy, Chopin,
Gershwin, and the rock band Queen.
Rutman has distinguished himself as a
top prize winner at international competitions, received numerous awards,
and performed in major concert venues
around the world. The Washington Post
wrote that his playing “met the highest
standards and his spotless articulation
gave the whole program unusual polish
and virtuoso marks,” and the New York
Times stated that “he won the audience
over for himself with exquisite performances–both commanding and full of
character.”
Rutman has performed in more than
thirty countries, and has appeared at
Carnegie Hall, Alice Tully Hall, Queen
Elizabeth Hall, Wigmore Hall, Tokyo’s
Bunka Kaikan, and the Schola Canto-

14855 Oka Road, Los Gatos, CA 95032
www.apjcc.org

APJCC
rum in Paris. He has taken top prizes
in several international competitions
including the Busoni, Kapell, Casadesus,
Joanna Hodges, Concert Artist Guild,
a first prize for his performance of the
Goldberg Variations at the International
Johann Sebastian Bach Competition,
and first prizes in two categories at the
French Piano Institute International
Competition in Paris. He has received
awards from the National Endowment
for the Arts and for Artistic Excellence
from the Astral Foundation of Philadelphia.
A native of San Francisco, Rutman
trained under the musical guidance of
Aiko Onishi. He graduated from the
Eastman School of Music and Peabody
Conservatory, where he worked with
Cecile Genhart, Ellen Mack, and Leon
Fleisher. Mr. Rutman is Artist-in-Residence at the University of Central
Arkansas.
Tickets are available at apjcc.org/rutman.

• Jewish Life
• Arts & Culture
• Fitness
• Aquatics
• Sports
• Preschool
• Day Camp
• After-School
• Adult Learning
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Temple Emanu-El

LIGHT IN THE DARKNESS

Celebrate the third night of
Chanukah
with Congregation Sinai
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 4 AT 6 PM
• Festive Chanukah Dinner and Entertainment
• Menorah lighting (bring your own menorah)
• The Mesmerizing Performance of
Master Storyteller Joel ben Izzy

$12 per adult
$6 for children 5-12
Free for children under 5
RSVP by Wednesday, November 28
Call (408) 264-8542
Email office@sinai-sj.org
or register online at www.sinai-sj.org
1532 Willowbrae Avenue, San Jose, CA 95125 | (408) 264 - 8542 | office@sinai-sj.org | www.sinai-sj.org

Sunday, December 2 at 9:30 am

Raising Jewish Children: Support for
Parents Not Raised Jewish

Deciding to raise your children with Jewish values, but
would like more support in creating a Jewish home
during the holidays? Attend our free program!

Friday, December 7 at 7:00 pm

Hanukkah Family Shabbat Service

Join our festive community celebration! Bring your
menorah and candles to light up the Sanctuary on
this sixth night of Hanukkah.

Saturday, December 8 at 10:30 am

Community Shabbat Service for
Hanukkah & Jewish Book Month
Meet authors from our congregation
as we celebrate together.
(408) 358-1751

20 Cherry Blossom Lane
20 Cherry Blossom Lane
Los
Gatos,
CA
95032
Los
Gatos,
CA

FROM THE FEDERATION
The 8 Days of Giving: Kicking Off our Annual Campaign

By Marci Gordon, Development Director
“Thou shalt not be a victim,
thou shalt not be a perpetrator, but,
above all, thou shalt not be a bystander.”
– Yehuda Bauer,

Professor Emeritus of Holocaust Studies,
Hebrew University of Jerusalem

hese past months have shown us that there is truly
strength in numbers. We are stronger together with our
neighbors of all faiths and backgrounds when we stand in
unity against anti-Semitism, bigotry, racism and xenophobia.
We are stronger together when we speak with a single voice of
outrage against senseless acts of violence and hatred.
We are stronger together when we give to support the future
for our Jewish community, here in Silicon Valley, in Israel, and
around the world. This is the work of the Jewish Federation of
Silicon Valley. And this is the work we call on you to help us
do during the 8 Days of Giving kickoff for our Annual Campaign.
Your donation is more impactful today than ever. Because
lives depend on it. The Jewish Federation of Silicon Valley
funds services, programs and agencies that help provide the
safety net for the most vulnerable within our community and

around the world; that offer safe refuge from persecution; and
provide Jewish camp experiences for kids that could otherwise
not afford it. Your donation empowers the JCRC to continue
critical relationship building, provide educational programs,
and work with schools to combat prejudice and anti-Semitism.
And your donation supports programs that bring together
young adults in community and provides for leadership development.
Why should you donate? I can give you a million reasons:
because it makes you feel good, it strengthens your personal
values, serves as a role-model for your children, and encourages friends and family to do the same. The reality is that
together we are stronger. Together we can work to ensure that
our Jewish community can “do Jewish” when, where and in
ways that are most meaningful for them.
As we light the candles this Chanukah, we go from darkness to
light in our living rooms, in our communities and as a people
around the world. Let us rededicate ourselves to each other
and our community. To give to the 8 Days of Giving, go to
www.jvalley.org and click on the DONATE button at the top.
Together we are stronger!

We need to stand together to
ensure a Jewish future.

JCRC
It’s the Season for Gratitude
By Diane Fisher, JCRC Director
t is customary at many Thanksgiving tables to go around
the table and take turns saying what we are thankful for.
In Jewish tradition, every day starts with the Hebrew prayer:
Modah ani lifanecha. Taken literally, it means, “I thank you.”
Modah ani lifanecha, melach chai vikayam. Our Jewish

day school students sing, “I am grateful to G-d for bringing life
to me each and every day.” Sometimes, when I remember, I’ll
sing it in my car while driving to work. It’s a way to remind
myself to be thankful for all my blessings.
Let’s face it, so many of us have stressful lives. Our jobs are
tasking. Our commutes require patience beyond patience.
Sometimes we have to deal with difficult people, or strategize
plans for managing a critical project. We have families that
require our time. Children with energy that never stops, and
senior relatives with needs that require our continued energy.
As JCRC director, I have the blessing of building relationships
within the community and working with wonderful, dedicated
people. But there are days when truly terrible things, like the
Pittsburgh shooting, weigh heavy on my soul. Reinforcing my
sense of gratitude for my many blessings strengthens my resil-

ience to endure these trying times. Data shows that war veterans who have higher levels of gratitude suffer lower incidences
of PTSD. A reservoir of gratitude helps reduce emotions like
resentment and frustration. Long-term studies show that people who are grateful live longer, more fulfilling lives.
The Puritans who founded this country were very familiar with
the Hebrew Bible, so it’s not surprising that they celebrated a
day of thanks giving. President Kennedy was famous for saying
(among other things) “As we express our gratitude, we must
never forget that the highest appreciation is not to utter words,
but to live by them.” In that vein, here is my list of simple acts
of gratitude to consider this holiday season and every day.
1. Hospitality: Invite others to share a meal.
2. Visit people who are sick.
3. Comfort mourners.
4. Practice kindness - even when we least feel like it!
5. Donate money to worthy charitable causes - like the Jewish
Federation!
6. Practice tikkun olam, caring for the earth and its animals.
7. Say prayers on Shabbat, in the morning, and anytime your
soul needs feeding.

comes

light

During these 8 days of Chanukah,
rededicate yourself to our community.
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Activities Decrease Loneliness for Seniors at Chai House
hai House is the only low-income, Jewish residential solution for independent seniors in Silicon Valley. Located in
Willow Glen, Chai House residents can choose from a wealth
of programs, holiday celebrations and gourmet Kosher-style
meals every day.
According to Gail Long, president of the board of Chai House,
feelings of loneliness and a lack of community are real issues
for seniors. Isolation can often be found in seniors facing the
prospect of aging without their lifelong spouse, who are in a
new community devoid of long-time friends, or who simply
may have physical issues that make it more difficult to move.

said Long. “We want our residents out of their apartments and
participating in activities. We have thrown a Kentucky Derby
party and a Rosh Hashana apples & honey party. We brought
in a rabbi to lead High Holiday services. We built a sukkah
for Sukkot and hired an artist to facilitate an art program. The
fact that our residents are participating is tangible proof that
our programming is going a long way to alleviate the loneliness
that can otherwise accompany the aging process.”

Data shows that senior isolation and feelings of loneliness
negatively impact physical and mental health and increase the
risk of mortality. So, the board of the Chai House has made
it a priority to provide programs and activities that motivate
seniors to participate in community with one another, many
of these are made possible thanks to a grant from the Jewish
Federation of Silicon Valley.
“The board of Chai House is committed to providing an
environment in which our citizens can age gracefully. To do
so, they need community, which we make more accessible
through our programs aimed at increasing social interaction,”

Members of the JFS Young Adult Leadership Initiative created
and presented greeting cards to seniors at Chai House, San Jose.

Your Loved Ones Deserve The Best - Choose Chai House
Choose Chai House for
high-quality, independent
living for low-income seniors
When Chai House is the choice, you can rest assured that your
loved ones will be offered opportunities for a more fulfilling,
healthier lifestyle. Our comfortable living spaces and
community living environment provide ample opportunities for
seniors to stay socially connected and engaged.
Chai House is the only Jewish retirement community in Santa
Clara County, yet we are open and inclusive to all, reflecting the
diversity of Silicon Valley.

We Of fer:
•Kosher-style Meal Program
•An Active Lifestyle
•Full-time Jewish Family Services
•Biking
•Nursing Program
•Walking Groups
•Social & Educational Programs
•Exercise Program
•Rabbinic Involvement
•On-site Management
•Community Garden
•24-hour Security
•Jewish Holiday Celebrations

Schedule your tour today!

Give us a call at 408.947.1818 or email chaihouse@jsco.net.
Chai House • 814 St. Elizabeth Dr., San Jose • www.chaihouse.org

The Community Mikvah of Silicon Valley Open and Welcoming to All
or many of us, the self-consciousness of doing something
new and possibly doing it wrong often prevents us from
engaging in an experience that can prove immensely fulfilling.
That is often case with the ritual of going to the mikvah.
An ancient tradition, immersion in a mikvah has provided
ritual purification for observant Jews for over a millennium.
While immersion in a mikvah may be second nature for
Orthodox Jews, more liberal Jews may find the custom to be
completely out of our comfort zones.
At one time, Tina Rosenblum felt the exact same way. Then
along came adorable baby Matthew. Matthew was born via
a surrogate, using both egg and sperm donors. Eight days
following his birth, Matthew celebrated a brit milah and was
circumcised. While Rosenblum is Jewish, her husband, Jay
Jennings, is not. The surrogate was not, nor were the donors.
So, under the guidance of Rabbi Sarah Weissman, Congregation Beth Am in Palo Alto, Matthew was brought to the Community Mikveh of Silicon Valley to complete his conversion.
“Immersing in the mikvah felt like a completion and a beginning all at the same time,” said Rosenblum. “The experience is
one I will never forget. Matthew was born in Cincinnati and
we had his bris there. Going to the mikvah here brought us all
back to our home territory. My parents were there, as was one
of our dearest friends, Monica Kuniyoshi. We all felt so wel-

Stories of Thanks Giving

comed. So
comfortable. I
give a lot of credit
to Deb Zimmer
(mikvah guide)
for giving us such
a clear sense of
the process, totally
demystifying what
could have been a
foreboding experience.
“Rabbi Sarah
wrote a beautiful service for us that included everyone. None of us ever
felt awkward because of our lack of experience. Going to the
mikvah was transformative in every way. It’s been almost a
year and I am still glowing from the experience and so happy
to share it with others.”
Tina Rosenblum is a past board member of the Jewish Federation of Silicon Valley. The Community Mikvah of Silicon
Valley is operated by the Jewish Federation and offers Jews the
experience of ritual immersion for spiritual renewal, celebration and healing. We honor the full diversity of the Jewish
community.

Stories of Thanks Giving
Birthright Israel – Connecting the Next
Generation to the Past and the Future
he Portrait of Bay Area Jewish Life (2018) pointed
out some stark truths about our Silicon Valley Jewish
young adults. Chief among the data is their waning attachment
(if any) to Israel.
The Jewish Federation of Silicon Valley hopes to move the
barometer up on this attachment by providing funding to programs such as Birthright Israel. Birthright offers young Jewish
adults (18-26 yrs). The opportunity to travel to Israel on a guided,
10-day trip – totally free of charge. The trips are designed to
inculcate a sense of community and connection with Israel.

forming a meaningful bond to Israel, Birthright just reinforced
it,” said Krigel. “It was a privilege to share what I had previously learned with friends. Given our history of persecution and
the diaspora, it is important for Jews to have a homeland.
(continued on next page)

“My sister, Eva, and I went with a West Coast group on Birthright my sophomore year in college,” said Sadie Misle, 26.
“From my earliest memories, Shabbat has been a part of my
life. I celebrated at the APJCC preschool, at Hausner middle school, and with my family and friends. But celebrating
Shabbat in Israel is different. There is such a strong sense of
community when almost everyone else is also celebrating it.
We spent one Shabbat with the soldiers who were protecting
our group. The warm welcome we received from their families
deepened our experience even further. The absolutely best part
– one of the soldiers was my 8th grade pen pal!”
“Celebrating Shabbat in Jerusalem merges the familiar with the
foreign,” said Raffi Krigel, 22. He was a junior at USC when
he travelled with a joint Hillel/USC group on Birthright. “We
sat thousands of miles away from home, in a foreign country,
taking comfort in the familiarity of the Shabbat traditions.”
Michael Patland, 25, is well traveled. His mother emigrated
to the US from Israel, and he has visited the country with his
family several times. Still, the trip with Birthright resonated
differently. “This is not just a ‘bucket list’ trip,” said Patland.
“People traveling on Birthright learn about themselves, their
people and their history. I could go on and on about all the
different sites we visited, but for me, the most impactful part
was when our group gathered together one night at the hotel.
We were led in an insightful conversation about anti-Semitism.
People in my group had come from all over the US; we were
different in so many ways. That night, we came together and
felt like one people. Our connection as Jews was clarified and
strengthened.”

Jacob Chappell walks through the arch
at the Ari Synagogue in Tzfat.

Krigel had also previously been to Israel. As a student at Lincoln High School, he had the opportunity to spend a semester
in Israel with the NFTY EIE program. “I had already begun
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Sadie and Eva Misle enjoy a camel ride.
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Jacob Chappell above the Dead Sea

Michael Patland with friends in Jerusalem

“One of the most amazing things about Birthright is that each
group is accompanied by Israeli soldiers currently serving the
country,” Krigel added. “We traveled to Mount Herzl National
Cemetery in Jerusalem. Seeing the graves of so many soldiers
who had given their lives fighting for Israel was tremendously
impactful. Everyone in Israel knows someone who has given
their life for their country.”

serious instability, you might expect to see a country living in
fear. But the people of Israel go about their daily lives, just as
we do.

“It’s amazing how close Israel is to so much conflict,” said
Jacob Chappell, 25. “We traveled to the Golan Heights. From
here, we could see the war in Syria. Given its proximity to such

“Israel is a unique combination of memory, history and beauty,”
continued Chappell. “The City of Tzfat felt like it was made
from stone. Between the ancient buildings and the beautiful
coastline, the magic of the country is unmistakable. Birthright
gives us the opportunity to see the country through our own
lenses and form the bonds of connection with our Jewish
homeland.”

Camp Scholarships Create Meaningful Jewish Experiences
2011 study conducted by the
Foundation for Jewish Camp used
data from 26 national studies of adult
Jewish engagement. The results were
crystal clear. Jewish camp alumni are
55% more likely to have an emotional
attachment to Israel, 45% more likely
to actively participate at a synagogue,
and 30% more likely to donate to Jewish
organizations.
The immersive experience of a Jewish
camp creates an intense Jewish community. This experience becomes imprinted
on the campers and stays with them
during the rest of the year. Attending
camp on successive summers deepens
this impact.
The Jewish Federation of Silicon Valley
camp scholarship program is committed
to making this experience possible for

youth who might not otherwise be able
to attend.
“We have a good roof over heads and are
very grateful to have a wonderful family
and to live in a great community. But the
truth is that while both my husband and
I work, our combined incomes just don’t
go that far in Silicon Valley,” said Ruth
Davis.* “It’s why we have been so appreciative to the Federation for providing a
camp scholarship for our daughter these
past three years.”
“This past summer was my third year at
Camp Newman,” said 14-year-old Naomi
Davis*. “I love the people, I love the
positive energy and how open everyone
is with each other. At school, I’m one of
only a handful of Jews. At camp, I am
surrounded by Jews. It’s an empowering
feeling.

“It’s super cool how we are all so different
and yet being Jewish also makes us so
similar. I love how we celebrate Shabbat
with a service followed by Israeli dancing.”
Texting and Instagram make it easy for
Naomi to stay in touch with her camp
friends through the school year. “These
are my life-long friends,” she exclaimed.
Naomi’s Jewish enthusiasm infuses her
life away from camp as well. She is
actively involved with the teen program
at her synagogue, where she has shared
camp songs and interactive teachings.
She is especially proud that a lot of her
friends’ younger siblings go to Camp
Newman after hearing her talk it up.
Summer 2019 can’t come soon enough
for Naomi Davis!
*Names used in this article have been changed
to protect scholarship confidentiality.
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Rabbi Laurie Matzkin Brings Mindful Jewish Journeys
to APJCC and Jewish Federation of Silicon Valley
abbi Laurie Matzkin is already a familiar face around the
APJCC. Thanks to Chai Starter and Giving Circle grants
from the Jewish Federation of Silicon Valley, the new “mindful
Jewish educator” shares her expertise across many programs.
A fifth generation Bay Area native, Matzkin studied music
and Jewish studies at Indiana University, Bloomington, and
received her M.A.Ed and rabbinic ordination from the Ziegler
School in Los Angeles. She is also a graduate of the Institute
of Jewish Spirituality’s clergy leadership program. Matzkin
applies her rich background in creativity, spirituality and
mindfulness to the development of programs and curricula for
children and adults alike.
As one of four pillars of Mindful Jewish Journeys, Matzkin
serves as a teacher coach to the APJCC preschool teachers,
providing professional development to enrich and expand
Jewish content in the classrooms. Working with the teachers
in groups of four, Matzkin provides individualized attention
and mentoring in areas articulated by the teachers themselves.
The sessions focus on a range of topics, from Jewish music to
explorations of kippah practices, the social-emotional role of
Shabbat and Havdalah in school, and supporting children’s
exploration of faith, G-d, and Jewish values at age-appropriate
levels.
Danielle Goodvoice and Quelise Schroeder teach Shamayim, a
4-year-old class at the preschool. They appreciate learning new
approaches and gaining concrete ideas for imparting Jewish
knowledge to young children.
“Rabbi Matzkin came prepared with specific source materials
and individualized suggestions to help each of us fill in the
areas we had asked about,” said Schroeder. “She was really
thorough.” For the non-Jewish teachers in our group, she
explained the Jewish holidays and shared storybooks that they
could read to the class. Rabbi Matzkin had a lot of new ideas,
new even to those of us who have years of Jewish teaching
experience,” Schroeder added.

Rabbi Matzkin leads her JFam group in song.

meaningful setting to people on all stages of their own Jewish
journeys.
Rabbi Matzkin also facilitates a playgroup at the APJCC for
babies from 5 months to new walkers with their grown-ups.
This group, co-sponsored with PJ Library and funded by a
grant from the Federation’s Giving Circle, meets every other
Tuesday morning from 11:15 to 12:30 for 10 sessions. The
current cohort has nine babies who come with their mothers,
and two who bring their grandmas. Each meeting starts with
the song “Good Morning, Boker Tov” and ends with “Shalom
Chaverim.” In between is a mixture of a support group for the
adults, playtime for the children and some Jewish learning.
“I am most impressed by Rabbi Laurie’s ability to interact with
the entire group. She provides an outlet for the parents to
discuss issues, while keeping the little ones engaged” says Roni
Wolfe, the PJ Library professional. A new cohort will start in
February.
For more information contact Roni: roni@jvalley.org.

“We expect the added knowledge will enrich our teaching in
all kinds of ways,” said Goodvoice. “It’s only the beginning
of the year, but we’re looking forward to implementing
new things in our classroom.”
The other three pillars of Mindful Jewish Journeys
include a monthly Moms’ Circle, creating social and
spiritual space for mothers to learn Jewish topics and
apply them to their own lives; Jewish yoga workshops,
bringing Jewish wisdom to an embodied experience for
people of all backgrounds; and Journeys classes, offering accessible Jewish content in an intimate and

APJCC Preschool teacher, Quelise Shroeder, bakes challah with her students.
(Photo credit: APJCC)

Stories of Thanks Giving
Beged Kefet Hebrew Language School at the APJCC
By Jenny Green, Marketing Director, APJCC
f you've noticed the Levy Family Campus crowded with
Hebrew-speaking kids on weekday evenings recently,
you're probably seeing the students of the Beged Kefet Hebrew
Language School. This popular Hebrew language program for
grades K-12 was able to open a branch at the Addison-Penzak
JCC, thanks in part to funding from the Jewish Federation of
Silicon Valley.
Beged Kefet mostly serves the children of Israeli families living
in the Bay Area, although it accepts non-native Hebrew speakers as well. It teaches the fundamentals of modern Hebrew, including reading, writing, speaking and comprehension, as well
as topics that characterize Israeli culture, like Jewish holidays,
stories and music.
Beged Kefet is a place where children learn to understand and
speak Hebrew, meet with other Hebrew-speaking children,
and are exposed to and experience Israeli culture and Jewish
holidays. It’s a place for the whole family; parents and siblings
take an active role in classroom celebrations and school-wide

events. Beged Kefet is a home for the Israeli community and
strives to be more than just a school at which to learn Hebrew.
High school students who take Beged Kefet classes are eligible
for credit towards the high school foreign language requirement and prepare for the SAT II in Hebrew.
Beged Kefet “We’re thankful to have the option of providing
this program at the JCC,” said Shavit Kaner Levinson, the
Addison-Penzak JCC’s Israeli Programs Coordinator. “Beged
Kefet keeps children connected to their language and culture,
and also provides a way to connect the Israeli community into
the wider Jewish community through its location at the JCC.”
Beged Kefet started at the Palo Alto JCC in 2009 and today
serves more than 500 students spread across four branches in
Palo Alto, Los Gatos, Sunnyvale, and Foster City.
The name "Beged Kefet" comes from the six Hebrew letters that
are emphasized (or in Hebrew, get a dagesh) when they appear
at the beginning of a Hebrew word or syllable.

UPGRADE Your Real Estate
EXPERIENCE!

Real Estate
for real life
www.BrianAndDan.com

Elisa Schweizer
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Jewish Family Services of Silicon Valley -Paving the Way for Refugees

Stories of Thanks Giving

By Mindy Berkowitz, Executive Director
“ You shall not wrong nor oppress a stranger, for you
were strangers in the land of Egypt.”
(Exodus 22:20)

hat defines a refugee? It’s a person who has been
forced to leave their home country to escape persecution based
on their religion, sexual orientation, ethnicity or political
beliefs. Imagine being forced to leave your homeland, your
friends and sometimes even your family for a chance to live
free from oppression.
Jewish Family Services of Silicon Valley understands the deep
difficulty and conflict refugees often feel. Regardless of whether they are Jewish or not, they are all truly grateful for the
warmth, protection and help the JFS and the Jewish community provide as they seek a new life of freedom in the United
States.
Kamran P:
I was born in Iran. When I was 19, strangers hurt me and
threw rocks at my back because I was gay. Two years later, I
arrived in America and into the safe place that is Jewish Family
Services. They helped me get my first job, and begin to build a
foundation for my new life in America. I quickly progressed to
become a floral manager at Safeway.
Jewish Family Services of Silicon Valley also saved the day for
my dear brother Kaveh and connected me with an organization called ORAM that specializes in helping gay refugees.
ORAM intervened and now Kaveh is out of prison and safely
living with relatives in Turkey. He still wants to come to the
US, and I hope this can happen soon. What I have learned is
that JFS gives HOPE to people like me and Kaveh. Life doesn’t
have to be hopeless.

Roya A:
I sought asylum in the United States in 2013. At the Assyrian
Church in Santa Clara, I heard so many good things about
Jewish Family Services of Silicon Valley. When I needed to
choose what organization I would connect with to help me
learn better English and find a job, it was clear. Jewish Family
Services helped me in so many ways, and this was important
because the money I brought with me disappeared so fast in
trying to resettle in Silicon Valley. It felt like G-d was again
coming down and helping me. I enrolled in their vocational
ESL program. Every day at JFS there were breakfasts of bagels
and cakes, and I could take them, and it was a blessing for me.
They gave me a food package with rice, oil, tea, and honey, and
it made me feel like home. My daughter got a backpack full of
school supplies. This was so important because those supplies
are expensive and she loved them. Zoya, Caroline, Azita and
Natalie supported me through everything. I learned this about
Jewish Family Services: This a family. This is a family who
helps you. And you know, I still have the Knitzvah blanket
Jewish Family Services gave me when I arrived.
Ivan R:
I am from Ukraine. Now I’m a student at Jewish Family Services. I am learning English better and I want to find a job. My
teacher here is very kind and helpful. Jewish Family Services
encourages and motivates me to learn so I can have a better life
in the USA. I left my country because it was very dangerous
for my family, and my daughter has been living here for seven
years. The most important reason that I moved to the US is
for the freedom which we lost in our country. And now we
feel safer and my family has more opportunities for jobs and
education.
JFS SV is one of many local agencies that receives funding
from the Jewish Federation of Silicon Valley.

Celebrate Hannukah with a Homemade Treat
HOMEMADE APPLESAUCE

Ingredients

• 4 apples, peeled, cored and chopped
• ¾ cup water
• ¼ cup sugar
• ½ tsp cinnamon

DIRECTIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Combine all ingredients in a medium sauce pan.
Bring to a boil over medium heat.
Cover and reduce heat to low; simmer for 20 minutes.
With immersion blender, blend applesauce until smooth.
Serve warm or cold.
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Elisa Schweizer: Shining a Light on
Young Federation Leaders
id you know that at least four
mountains in Alaska are named for
notable Jewish Alaskans? Mount Ripinski, named for Solomon Ripinsky; Mount
Neuberger, after Richard Neuberger;
Mount Applebaum is named for Samuel
Applebaum; and Mount Gruening is so
named for Ernest Gruening.
The Jewish Federation of Silicon Valley
has its own star Alaskan, Elisa Schweizer. Schweizer may not have a mountain
named for her, but her strength of conviction and growing leadership capabilities can sure move them.
Originally from Anchorage, Schweizer,
her husband, Shai Miller, and their three
children now live in San Jose, where they
are fully enmeshed in Jewish life. With
all the kids at Yavneh Day School, it was
only natural that Schweizer would get
involved. “My husband is Israeli,” said
Schweizer. “Because we only spoke Hebrew at home, our first son, Eliy, didn’t
speak English until he was five!
“When we started at Yavneh, we were
one of only a handful of Israeli families.
So, I went to work. I joined committees
and began the push to promote Yavneh
to other Israeli families. The Hebrew
immersion program makes it the perfect
school for Israelis, who want Hebrew to
remain a strong part of their children’s
lives. Today Eliy is in 5th grade and
nearly ¼ of the families are from Israel.”
Andrea Rubnitz noticed Schweizer’s passion and ability to be an influencer. A
past board member of Women’s Philanthropy and past Yavneh parent, Rubnitz
approached Schweizer to chair the 2018
Power of Women event.
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“I was looking for a bigger platform on
which to make a difference,” said Schweizer. “I was thankful to be asked.
And grateful for the opportunity to both
make a greater impact and learn from
others with more experience.”
“Elisa was amazing,” said Rubnitz. “She
really stepped up when she agreed
to chair Power of Women. Elisa was
unbelievably professional and innovative, bringing exciting ideas. Power of
Women happened because of her vision,
inspiration and drive.”
Power of Women went off without a
hitch. Schweizer’s capabilities as a leader
and influencer impressed both the board
of Women’s Philanthropy and the team
from the Jewish Federation, who asked
her to reprise her role as chair for the
2019 Power of Women event.
Additionally, Schweizer was awarded a
scholarship from the Jewish Federation
of Silicon Valley to attend The Rubin
Text Talks: A Year of Learning, a
program of the Jewish Federation of San
Francisco. Participants in this program,
developed exclusively for

up and coming community leaders, will
deepen their Jewish knowledge through
text study, strengthen their personal
leadership style, expand their under
standing of critical Jewish community
challenges and opportunities, and gain
access to community luminaries.
“Elisa perfectly exemplifies the future of
Jewish leadership in our community,”
said Federation CEO Jyl Jurman. “Because Elisa has chosen to invest herself
to impact positive change in the Jewish
community, the Federation chose to invest in her, to support her as she moves
up the ladder of leadership.”
“I’m passionate about empowering
women and instilling Jewish values in
our youth. I am excited to be a part of
the Rubin Text Talks. I am taking what
I learn and applying it so I can better
focus my energies on giving back to the
community. ” said Schweizer. “I want to
strengthen the shora sheem (the roots)
of our community so we can provide a
long-lasting, connected Jewish future in
Silicon Valley.”

Stories of Thanks Giving

OneTable and YA-LIVE Create Community
for Young Professionals
Recently YA-LIVE partnered with OneTable, to bring its
llison Zur bubbles over with enthusiasm as she talks about
the many ways that Bay Area 20-somethings can “do Jewish.”
“You can just call me a ‘Jewish Event Groupie’,” said Zur. “When I
moved here from New York a year ago, I was dying to find a professional Jewish community in my area. I really didn’t want to deal with
the traffic and distance of driving to San Francisco. It makes me so
happy that today there is a growing presence of opportunities in the
South Bay,” she said.

Noshpitality experience to the South Bay. OneTable brings
Shabbat to people in their 20s and 30s of all backgrounds.
It’s a Jewish social app geared to matching young adults for
the purpose of community and Shabbat. Individuals and
small groups can sign up to host or attend a Shabbat dinner
in their home or other venue. OneTable provides training,
ideas and funding, as well as a secure app.

“The best thing about OneTable is that is a really easy way
for people in the South Bay to find community. It doesn’t
Zur is the development manager at Jewish Family Services Silicon
matter whether you regularly celebrate Shabbat and know all
Valley, where she heads the YA-LIVE young professional social acthe prayers or have never celebrated. OneTable Shabbats are
tion group. “We are unique in that we focus our efforts
designed to make everyone feel comfortable, regardless of
on volunteering around the community. The more
religious background and tradition,” said Zur.
we work together in common cause, the more we
enjoy each other’s company and the social part just
The Noshpitality event combined the South Bay introduction
organically happens,” said Zur. “We have volunwith a Ya-live food drive for the Kosher Pantry at Jewish
teered for Habitat for Humanity, hosted holiday
Family Services. “It was great,” exclaimed Zur. “Analucia
parties for seniors at Chai House and for HatikLopezrevoredo, the OneTable local coach, showed us how
vah House residents and their families. We have
to make elegant cheese boards. Then we broke into groups
joined with others on national Coastal Cleanup
to make our own – all the boards looked delicious! The
Day to help keep Permanente Creek
best part – we did good while having fun and connecting to
clean and supported the Silicon
celebrate Shabbat.”
Valley Holocaust Survivors Association.
Moishe House of Silicon Valley hosted a OneTable Shabbat
the Friday after the Pittsburgh shooting. “At such a dark time,
“It’s not unusual for us to gather after
it was so nice to be able to find solace and comfort in our
Allison Zur shows off
a volunteer opportunity to grab a cold
local Jewish community,” said Moishe House resident, Julia
food collected for the
drink, rehash the work we did and have a
Cinnamon. “About 20 people came. We lit candles. Said
Kosher Pantry at JFS.
few laughs.”
the Kaddish. We didn’t all know each other before the start
of the evening, but our shared backgrounds helped knit us
Zur sees involvement in YA-LIVE as a natural first step for future
together. It was a really beautiful and meaningful evening.”
leaders. “Many of our board members are first-timers, so we bring in
professional speakers and development programs that provide valuOneTable and YA-LIVE are recipients of Chai Starter grants
able tools and guidance and help us all become better future leaders.”
from the Jewish Federation.

Celebrate Hannukah with a Homemade Treat
CLASSIC POTATO LATKES (PANCAKES)

DIRECTIONS:

Yield: 3 dozen
Time: 45 minutes

1. Coarsely grate potatoes and
onions using a food processor.
2. Transfer mixture to a clean
dishtowel and squeeze out as
much liquid as possible.
3. Transfer mixture to a large bowl.
Add the rest of the ingredients
(not the oil!).
4. Heat a heavy-bottomed pan over
medium-high heat, pour in
about ¼ inch of oil.
5. Once the oil is hot (a drop of
water will sizzle), drop the
batter into the pan, cooking in
batches. Don’t crowd the pan or
the latkes will get soggy.

Ingredients
• 2 large Russet or Yukon Gold potatoes (about
1lb), scrubbed, cut lengthwise into quarters
• 1 large onion (8 oz), peeled and cut into quarters
• 2 large eggs
• ½ cup flour or matzah meal
• 2 tsp. kosher salt
• ½ tsp. freshly ground black pepper
• Safflower or other oil for frying

6. Use a spatula to flatten the
latkes. When the edges are
brown and crispy (about 5
minutes) flip.
7. Cook the second side until
browned, about 5 minutes.
8. Transfer latkes to a paper towellined plate and drain. Sprinkle with salt.
9. Can keep warm in 300° oven
while cooking the rest of the batter.
10. Serve with applesauce or sour
cream.

FROM THE FEDERATION
The Susan Stein Gavens Israel Travel Scholarship Fund
usan Stein Gavens, z’l, was passionate about the youth
in our community. When she passed away this past
March, she left behind a legacy of love, compassion, and
kindness that defined her countless volunteer and leadership roles. Gavens had that special ability to connect
with teens, knowing just when to provide a listening ear, a
shoulder to lean on, or a hug.
Gavens also understood the importance of education
when it came to connecting young Jews to their history
and to Israel. Gavens personally led five March of the
Living trips to Poland and Israel, impacting more than
120 teens. She spent countless hours photographing and
journaling the experiences, while serving as the resident
“trip mom.”
To honor her legacy as an educator, community volunteer
and eishet chayil, the Gavens family has endowed the

Susan Stein Gavens Israel Travel Scholarship Fund. The
fund will provide scholarships to qualified area teens to
participate in a March of the Living trip or other Israel-based educational travel experience.
According to Federation CEO Jyl Jurman, “the establishment of this fund helps to ensure that finances will not be
a barrier for South Bay Jewish teens to travel to Israel and
learn about our heritage.”
To donate to the Susan Stein Gavens Israel Travel Scholarship Fund, go to www.jvalley.org and click on the Donate
button at the top right of the homepage. Include the
name of the fund in the comments section of the donation page. For more information, contact Jyl Jurman:
jyl@jvalley.org.

A Great Miracle Happened Here...and There

By Rabbi Ilana Baird, Russian Speaking Jewish Programs Manager, APJCC, member of the Cantors and Rabbis Association of Greater San Jose
ussia. Israel. The
United States.
Three countries where
I have lived. Three
countries where I have
celebrated Hanuk kah.

As a teenager in the former Soviet Union,
I fought with two conflicting feelings:
pride that I belonged to an esteemed and
ancient people, and fear for my life as a
representative of a people estranged in a
hostile environment. For simply wearing
a magen david, Star of David, my friends
The celebrations may were beaten by hooligans on the street. Yet,
change, but the story in a country where it was unsafe to wear a
remains one of mir- Judaic symbol, I proudly lit the menorah in
my window during Hanukkah. The flames
acles. The heroism
burned in my window despite my instincof the small tribe of Maccabees defeating
tual fear.
the huge Greek army and restoring the
ransacked Temple in Jerusalem was truly a
When we moved to Israel, I learned that
miracle. Just a small bit of oil lasting eight
Hanukkah is both an historical and edudays until more could be procured. That
cational holiday. School teachers retell the
was a miracle too.
story, sharing the miracles of a celebration
Among the special traditions of Hanuk kah of the victory of light over darkness, and of
a heroic small nation who overcame a huge
is the mitzvah of pirsum ha-nes -- publicizing these miracles. Jews should light
Greek empire. Here, Hanukkah is modesttheir Hanukkah menorahs and display
ly celebrated.
them in their windows for all to see. For
me, this tradition triggers an ambiguous
Pastry shops overflow with delicious sufganiot, Israeli donuts, and in the evening,
feeling of not wanting to flaunt my religiwindows glow with lighted menorahs. Chilosity.

Take a look at Yavneh
Day School
Yavneh Day School provides
integrated, relevant Jewish
learning. STEAM, social
justice, strong academics,
music and art, dual
immersion language and
more come together within a
warm, inclusive community.

Schedule a
tour today!

admissions@yavnehdayschool.org

408-984-6700

www.yavnehdayschool.org

FROM THE RABBI

dren sing traditional songs at school and
receive small gifts of gelt (chocolate coins).
When we moved to America, our twin
10-year-old daughters quickly acclimated.
Attending a secular school, they learned
about Christmas and Christmas gift lists. I
was surprised when they made a Hanukkah
gift list that included a very expensive doll.
The story of Hanukkah is still told in synagogues and Jewish schools. But for many
Jews in the US, the celebration of Hanukkah has become much larger to “compete”
with the festivities and joy of Christmas.
In our home, too, we celebrate with great
spirit with friends and family. We exchange
gifts, eat latkes and donuts, and light our
menorah in the window, enjoying the freedom to celebrate.
May we never need to fear wearing the
Star of David here or anywhere else in the
world.
Happy Hanukkah.
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EASY, NO-BAKE SUFGANIOT
(ISRAELI DOUGHNUTS)
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in the morning 5/18/18 1:41 PM

2. Choose a couple dozen doughnut holes
3. Ask them to fill with jelly
4. Give to happy son to share at school

5/18/18 1:41 PM

5/18/18 1:41 PM
5/18/18 1:41 PM

WHEN:

LATKES&LADOOS:
A Celebration of Light

Snack on traditional food for Diwali and Chanukah and
meet your newly elected officials.

Saturday, December 8, 2018
5:30pm

WHERE:
Levy Family Campus, Adult Lounge
14855 Oka Road, Los Gatos
Limited space, RSVP to
ncal@hafsite.org or
diane@jvalley.org
by November 30.

Co-sponsored by the Hindu American Foundation and
the Community Relations Council of the Jewish Federation of Silicon Valley.
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OBITS
Harold Marcus Rabbie
Harold Marcus (Zvi) Rabbie passed
away on September 15, 2018. He loved
his family, his friends, Israel, nature,
travel and the arts. Zvi was a man of
multiple nations. His accent betrayed a
childhood spent in London and young
adulthood spent in Israel.
Highly intelligent and deeply curious,
Zvi loved learning how things fit together. He was known to travel with tools so
that he would be able to fix “whatever
needed fixing, wherever.”
An avid Zionist, Zvi was committed to
Israeli culture. It was while Israeli dancing that Nili met Zvi. Nili and Zvi, as
Israelis living in the South Bay, shared a
desire to remain connected with Hebrew
and Israeli culture. They sang together,
attended the theater regularly and even
the ballet. Traveling was another passion.
Together, Nili and Zvi visited China, Latin America, the former Yugoslavia, the
Netherlands, England, Ireland, Spain,
and Italy, and made numerous trips to
Israel.

Smadar Lerner
Congregation Am Echad in San Jose
mourns the passing of Smadar Lerner
z”l. Beloved wife of Oded, mother to
Rivkah, Dovid and Yossi: daughter of
Peter Yu and Jenny Yu, sister of Lois,
Lana, and Lilly Yu.
A graduate of California State University, Long Beach, Smadar held degrees
in German and Education. Smadar
was an active member of the Am Echad
community and was loved and admired
by all who knew her. Smadar regularly attended Torah classes and was a
member of the Chevrah Kaddishah. She
most recently was the Kashrut supervisor at South Peninsula Hebrew Day
School, where the children received an
extra measure of care along with their
hot lunch. She is deeply missed by her
family and friends.

Isaac Goldstein
October 9, 1925 - October 9, 2018
Excerpted from Lindsay Greensweig
Ehrman’s Loving Eulogy

A one-time member of Congregation
Beth Jacob in Redwood City, and Congregation Beth David in Saratoga, most
recently Zvi attended services at Chabad
in Los Gatos.
Zvi retired about four years ago, giving
him the opportunity to focus even more
on the things he loved, swimming, hiking, biking and spending more time with
his grandchildren. He also enjoyed adult
Jewish studies classes, which he attended
at the APJCC and at Congregation Sinai.
Harold Marcus Rabbie, Zvi ben David
HaLevi v'Yetta, is remembered by his
partner of many years, Nili Mirande; his
sister Carole, with her husband Gerry;
his daughter Daniela, with her partner
Jeff; his daughter Naomi; and his grandchildren Caledonia, Hadassah, Naveh,
and Neri; along with other beloved
family members and friends.

Isaac Goldstein, z”l, with Susan Gavens,z”l,
co-chaperones of March of the Living

Isaac Goldstein was kind, generous,
thoughtful, fun, strong, brave, a lover of
people and life. I first met Isaac in 2005
and had the honor to travel with him
on the Teen Silicon Valley March of the
Living (MOTL) Journey to Poland and
Israel in 2006, 2008 and 2010. Isaac gave
so much love to the teens in our local
community and we all adored him.

Isaac Goldstein was born in Bialystok,
Poland. During each of the three MOTL
experiences, we visited Bialystok. Each
time, Isaac would stand where there
once was a synagogue and he would start
his story.
At the age of 14, Isaac’s life was turned
upside down when the Germans invaded
Poland. Isaac was the only person in his
family to survive the Holocaust. Isaac
spent time in several camps including
Majdanek, Auschwitz and Buna Monowitz. He witnessed first hand the horrible
atrocities committed against humans.
Isaac’s stories were chillingly real and
he personalized each camp to have a
profound impact on our lives.
Rabbi Eitan Julius said, “My most
vivid memory of Isaac is from a visit
at Auschwitz Birkenau, where Isaac
was imprisoned when he was just a
teenager. As we listened to our guide, a
chill seemed to pass over Isaac. ‘Wait a
minute,’ Isaac said as he glanced around
to orient himself. ‘This is my ditch! We
were young, they gave us shovels. This
is where Pinkus and I dug and where we
could keep low to stay out of the way of
the Nazis. When Isaac spoke about his
experiences, you could hear a pin drop.
He often wondered why he alone of his
family survived.”
On the lighter side, Isaac was in great
shape and on our first MOTL he did
push-ups at the airport. He was compassionate, generous and loved entertaining.
Isaac adored his family and was proud of
all their accomplishments and successes.
May we never forget Isaac’s story. Our
lives were so touched by his love of life.
His memory is truly a blessing to us all.
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Cremation -

Why NEVER

Burial with Tahara Why ALWAYS

For more information:

Chevra Kadisha of South Bay: www.ckosb.org
Male burial inquiries
Tel: (408) 425-6911

Female burial inquiries
Tel: (408) 264-3138
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ADVERTISE IN
JValley Magazine!
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An Unwavering
Commitment to
Excellence.

Since Harker’s founding in 1893 we have offered
unrivaled academic programs and extracurricular
offerings for students to explore their interests,
discover their passions, and develop the skills
to succeed in an ever-changing world. We are
honored to have educated the students of the
Valley for 125 years and will proudly continue
our unwavering commitment to excellence for
generations to come.
The Harker School is celebrating its 125th
anniversary. To learn more about Harker, attend
an open house or one of the special anniversary
events. Visit www.harker.org.

then&now

Shuttle service from the Peninsula is offered.

The Harker School | San Jose, CA | K-12 College Prep | www.harker.org
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